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A L L  B L O G P O S T S  >  S A A S  M A N A G E M E N T

Speed limits are supposed to make you drive slower, right? 

For individual drivers, yes. But they also prevent deadly crashes caused by excessive
speed and the attendant crush of ambulance, police, and firefighters coming to
the rescue. So, overall, they actually make traffic go faster. 

Same with guardrails. Ever since its founding in 1948, for example, the National
Association for Stock Car Racing (NASCAR) has balanced speed with safety. To
that end, NASCAR has experimented with various ways of protecting drivers and
spectators during crashes, trying out everything from tire barriers and water to
Styrofoam blocks and earth embankments. 
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To give you a sense of how successful they have been, without decreasing interest
in the sport, consider this: Indianapolis Motor Speedway hasn’t suffered a fatality
since SAFER barriers were first installed in 2002. This type of barrier, now standard
at racetracks across the country, absorbs a portion of the kinetic energy released
when a race car hits it, reducing impact to vehicle and driver. 

What’s the connection to SaaS? Well, like NASCAR, SaaS was built for speed – but
that speed brings with it some real risks. 

The SaaS delivery model allows companies and individuals to quickly access and
use software for almost any imaginable purpose. Given that “buying” SaaS –
merely providing a credit card and agreeing to pay on a monthly or yearly basis –
takes minutes, it’s no surprise that SaaS today can make up to 60% or more of any
given IT landscape. 

But while SaaS has helped IT reduce capital expenditures and operating expenses,
it has introduced another challenge: Shadow IT. This term refers to the purchase
and use of technology that IT is not aware of – which can account for more than
40% of formal IT spend in many organizations. 

Unfortunately, aside from being difficult to track, that 40% represents a lot of
wasted money. This waste comes in the form of underutilized licenses, new
software that duplicates the functionality of software the company already owns,
and automatically renewed licenses for software the company no longer needs. In
addition to such runaway costs, Shadow IT also brings with it security risks and
challenges with regulatory compliance. 

To take advantage of the speed offered by SaaS while avoiding the risks calls for
guardrails. And putting up those guardrails calls for a mind-shift, beginning with
rethinking “Shadow IT.” 

Shadow IT sounds nefarious and a bit scary, but it’s important to see it as
something positive – business-led IT – that has simply been poorly implemented.
The idea behind business-led IT is that the business, not IT, knows best what tools it
needs to operate successfully. Accordingly, in the business-led IT model, the
business takes the lead when it comes to selecting and purchasing software. As a
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result, employees get the right tools and business units operate nimbly. 

Unlike Shadow IT, which rightly sounds like something to be eliminated, business-led
IT represents a vision that IT needs to support. IT supports business-led IT by
keeping track of SaaS across the organization, monitoring usage (to identify
unused or underutilized tools), managing licenses and renewals, and addressing
insecure or non-compliant SaaS applications so the company doesn’t end up in hot
water. 

With these guardrails in place, redundant applications and automatic renewals of
unneeded licenses become aberrations rather than commonplace. As a result,
instead of the business worrying about ballooning costs, compliance issues, and
risk, it can focus on pursuing growth. 

So, how can IT support a business-led approach? Here’s three steps you can take:

1. Map your SaaS landscape with automated
discovery

Before you can manage your SaaS portfolio, you need to know what’s in it. Manual
processes will simply not produce the accurate insight required here, so you should
select a SaaS management (SM) tool capable of automated discovery. 

How does that work? It involves connecting the SM tool to all relevant systems. The
key here is to rely on more than systems devoted to accounting or procurement.
While those systems do matter, you will get a fuller picture if you also connect the
tool to expense management systems as well as single-sign-on or identity and
access management systems.

2. Track SaaS application usage

Once you know what SaaS you have, you need to understand what’s actually being
used. To do that, you need to connect your SM tool to your SaaS applications,
starting with the most commonly used applications such as Office 365, Google
Workspace, and Salesforce. By monitoring usage you can quickly identify
underutilized licenses and applications. This will help you determine which
applications should be renewed or sunsetted, and where licenses can be
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See SaaS Clearly with the LeanIX SaaS Management Guidebook

consolidated. 

The more information you have, the better equipped you’ll be to make timely
contract renewal decisions or initiate contract right-sizing discussions with your
vendors.

3. Become a partner and a guide to the business

The point of all this mapping and tracking is not to make IT the enforcers of SaaS
policies. Rather, with all this data, IT can become a true partner to the business
when it comes to SaaS. 

By creating a catalogue of SaaS the organization is already paying for, IT can let
business buyers know what’s available. That way these buyers don’t have to do
their own discovery work and can avoid buying new SaaS they don’t actually need. 

By monitoring usage, IT can provide the business with insight into potentially
wasted spend as well as the potential need for training to ensure the business gets
the most from available resources. 

Finally, IT can help enterprise architects and the business as a whole make
decisions about IT modernization and overall IT spend based on a comprehensive
and accurate understanding of what the current IT landscape actually looks like. 

Ready to put your SaaS guardrails in place? 

Learn more about how your organization can unleash the power of business-led IT,
while minimizing the risks and costs associated with SaaS. Read our free white
paper, How to Enable Business-Led IT through SaaS Management.
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